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Highlights

• Among the first works showing Carbonyl sulphide (OCS) retrievals from

IASI

• Case study based on two years long record of IASI soundings

• Comparison with in situ and airborne OCS observations
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Abstract

The capability of IASI (Infrared Atmospheric Sounder Interferometer) for re-

trieving OCS has been assessed with a series of retrieval experiments, which

have been carried out with a physical forward/inverse scheme, which can ex-

ploit the full IASI information content. We use random projections to reduce

the dimensionality of the data space and to have a unified treatment of instru-

ment and forward model errors. The OCS column amount is retrieved both by

using a scaling parameterization of the profile and a non-parametric approach,

in which we first derive the OCS profile and then its global amount is estimated

by a proper integration over the profile. IASI OCS retrievals are compared to

in situ flask observations at the Mauna Loa validation station, Hawaii, USA

and observations from HIAPER Pole-to-Pole flights. We have found that the

best way to retrieve OCS is through the non-parametric approach, which shows

that the OCS cycle amplitude, phase and mean abundance can be retrieved

with high accuracy for night and day time soundings. In fact, IASI captures the

OCS seasonal cycle, with an overall difference with in situ observations, which is

of the order of ≈ 1 pptv, provided we use HITRAN2012 OCS line compilation.

HITRAN2008, which has been used in previous studies, is indeed affected by

spectroscopic errors as far as OCS is concerned, which results in heavily biased
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OCS retrievals. Although the present paper is mostly intended to assess IASI

retrievals over ocean, a demonstrative application to above land surface is con-

sidered as well. Preliminary results suggest that IASI can recover the OCS cycle

in ecosystems governed by leaf and/or soil sources/sinks.

Keywords: Remote Sensing, Infrared, Satellite, Spectroscopy, Forward

Modelling, Carbon Cycle

1. Introduction

The importance of carbonyl (OCS) sulphide in the study of ecosystems has

clearly emerged in recent studies [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. OCS is the most abundant

sulphur-containing trace gas in the atmosphere, and carries a significant part of

sulphur in the stratospheric aerosol [4]. Major sources of OCS are natural, and5

among them oceans, soils and volcanic eruptions play a dominant role. Other-

wise, anthropogenic sources have been recognized as a secondary contributor:

the most important of them are biomass burning and industrial activities [5].

The main sink of OCS has been identified as vegetation uptake, whose magni-

tude is also influenced by seasonal trends in vegetation growth. Conversely, in10

the stratosphere photochemical loss is the prominent process that removes OCS

from the atmosphere. Moreover, OCS has recently emerged as a putative proxy

for the photosynthetic uptake of CO2, because OCS and CO2 have the same

diffusion pathway into leaves [1, 7], and OCS hydration reaction in this process

is irreversible. The quantification of OCS concentration above forest canopy is15

also of primary interest to obtain indications about the direct impact of photo-

synthetic processes on the CO2 seasonal and inter-annual trends. Therefore, the

capability of IASI (Infrared Atmospheric Sounder Interferometer) for retrieving

the seasonal cycle of OCS is an important asset. More recently, [3, 1, 8] have

shown that OCS holds great promise for studies of carbon cycle processes be-20

cause it is an atmospheric tracer of photosynthetic Gross Primary Production

(GPP). According to [8, 9] the uptake of OCS from the atmosphere is dominated

by the activity of carbonic anhydrase (CA), an enzyme abundant in leaves that
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also catalyses CO2 hydration during photosynthesis. However, as a continu-

ation of previous studies, it has been shown in [7] (where previous references25

on this topic can be found) that soils also effectively exchange OCS with the

atmosphere, which complicates the retrieval of GPP from atmospheric budgets.

Agricultural fields can take up large amounts of OCS from the atmosphere as soil

microorganisms also contain CA. In fact, OCS emissions from soils have been

reported in agricultural elds or anoxic soils [10, 7]. These studies have urged30

satellite community to retrieve tropospheric OCS on a global scale. The first

attempts have been performed with Aura Tropospheric Emission Spectrometer

(TES) instrument [11, 12] and more recently with IASI [13, 14]. It is worth

mentioning that OCS global distribution and hotspots have been also addressed

with limb viewing instrumentation (e.g. [15, 16] and reference therein).35

The present paper is aiming at complementing the above efforts and, pos-

sibly, improving our understanding about the reliability and capability of IASI

observations to retrieve OCS over ocean and land. Although the paper is mainly

intended to assess IASI retrieval accuracy for OCS over ocean, the study also

presents an application to land surface. OCS IASI retrievals over the Po Valley40

(Italy) for the year 2015 have been considered. The Po Valley is characterized

by intense farming and other intense activity linked to agriculture and there-

fore is an ecosystem where OCS sources and sinks are mainly governed by soil

inflow/outflow.

In [12], authors estimated the column amount of OCS using a non-parametric45

approach, in which the OCS profile is first estimated and then the column

amount is obtained through a proper integration. Conversely, [13, 14] used a

parametric approach, in which a given reference OCS profile is parameterized

with one scaling parameter. The retrieval is then performed by retrieving the

scaling parameter. This last approach is expected to be good for gases such as50

CO2, N2O and CH4, which have very long tropospheric lifetimes, therefore their

climatological variability (usually inversely proportional to their tropospheric

lifetimes) is expected to be very small and the vertical profile of its volume

mixing ratio can be considered truly uniform, that is constant with altitude.
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Initial estimates of the OCS tropospheric lifetime of 4-7 years [17] have been55

reviewed in [3] and are presently estimated to be 2-3 years. This is long enough

to allow us to use a parameterization of a single uniform profile with a single

scaling factor. In effect, the reference OCS profile from the AFGL climatology

[18] is uniform through the troposphere with a constant value of about 510

pptv. However, airborne observations [3] have shown that OCS mixing ratios60

contain substantial vertical gradients that can vary with season and latitude,

particularly over productive terrestrial ecosystems. Therefore, the quality and

accuracy of the simple parametric approach has to be properly assessed against

the non-parametric approach, a task that will be performed in this paper.

The retrieval analysis will be performed with a simultaneous physical re-65

trieval approach [13], which uses all available observations of the IASI spectral

coverage extending from 645 cm−1 to 2760 cm−1. The retrieval scheme provides

the simultaneous retrieval of all geophysical parameters, which are relevant to

the formation of IASI spectra. These parameters include surface temperature

and emissivity, temperature, water vapour, ozone, HDO, CO2, CO, CH4, SO2,70

N2O, HNO3, NH3, OCS and CF4. The retrieval approach has been exemplified

in [13] based on a case study, which consisted of a two year long record of IASI

spectra over sea surface in the Pacific Ocean close to Mauna Loa (Hawaii) vali-

dation station, where surface-based samples are regularly collected and analysed

for OCS [3]. An important, recent, improvement of the retrieval scheme consists75

in transforming the data space to one of reduced dimensionality through random

projections [19]. Random projections provide a) an unified and coherent treat-

ment of systematic and random errors; b) a compression tool, which can reduce

the dimensionality of the data space; c) a noise model which is truly Gaussian

therefore, making it therefore possible to apply rigorously Optimal Estimation80

Method (OEM) [20] and derive the correct retrieval uncertainty (often called

error); d) a simplified treatment of the algebra to get the final solution, which

greatly simplifies the computational burden of the inverse problem.

Another important aspect of this analysis was to check the HITRAN2012

compilation for OCS [21]. In fact, HITRAN2008 [22] was biased because of85
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a software error, e.g., see [21]. We have used HITRAN 2008 compilation for

OCS in[13] and at the time we were not able to correctly recover the OCS

seasonal cycle at Mauna Loa validation station. This was also the result of the

fact that the retrieval configuration was not optimized for OCS. However, the

final retrieval was significantly affected by OCS spectroscopic error. It is also90

important to stress that the software bug affected OCS alone [21]. All results

shown in this study are based on HITRAN2012 OCS compilation [21], which

does not contain this error.

OCS IASI retrievals are compared with in situ observations at the NOAA

(National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration) Mauna Loa laboratory,95

Hawaii, USA. We have also used one day of OCS measurements made by

the same NOAA laboratory during the HIAPER (High-performance Instru-

ment Airborne Platform for Environmental Research) Pole-to-Pole Observations

(HIPPO) flights [23].

This paper is organized as follow. Section 2 summarizes data and methods.100

Section 3 will show the results and section 4 will be devoted to conclusions.

2. Data and methods

2.1. Data

The Infrared Atmospheric Sounder Interferometer or IASI [24] has been

developed in France by CNES and is flying on board the Metop platforms. These105

are satellites of the EUMETSAT (European Organization for the Exploitation of

Meteorological Satellite) European Polar System (EPS). IASI has been primarily

designed as a meteorological mission, hence its main objective is to provide

suitable information on temperature and water vapour profiles. The instrument

has a spectral coverage extending from 645 to 2760 cm−1, with a sampling110

interval ∆σ = 0.25 cm1 providing 8461 data points or channels for each single

spectrum. Data samples are taken at intervals of 25 km along and across track,

each sample having a minimum diameter (Field of View) of about 12 km. With
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a swath width on Earths surface of about 2000 km, global coverage is achieved

in 12 hours, during which the instrument records about 650000 spectra.115

For the Hawaii region of interest to this study (see Fig. 1), a total of 43842

IASI spectra were acquired between Jan. 2014 to Dec. 2015. They are fully

described in [13]. Moreover 6982 IASI soundings were acquired for the target

area shown in Fig.2, which corresponds to the HIPPO flight overpass on August

29-30, 2011 (flight start: 29 August 2011, 22:23:33 UTC; flight end:30-Aug-2011120

06:44:36). Further we use for this work IASI spectra measured above the Po

Valley, Italy. A total of 137474 IASI soundings over this target area (see Fig.

3) have been analysed, which covers the whole year 2015. All IASI data have

been screened for clear sky by considering the AVHRR (Advanced Very High

Resolution Radiometer) native cloud mask. The data were then further screened125

by using the cloud mask algorithm developed in [25].

For the Hawaii region, representative OCS flask weekly data were collected

at both stations of Mauna Loa (short name MLO, 19.5362 ◦N, 155.5763 ◦W,

3397 m asl) and Cape Kumukahi, (short name KUM, 19.516 ◦N, 154.811 ◦W,

3 m asl) for the period Jan. 2014 to Dec. 2015. MLO and KUM observato-130

ries in Hawaii are part of NOAA Earth System Research Laboratory (ESRL)

and Global Monitoring Division (GMD). OCS data were downloaded from the

website http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/gmd/hats/gases/OCS.html (see also [3] for a

detailed description of these data). The surface data is reported in dry-air mole

fraction i.e. pmol/mol for OCS and corresponding measurements from these135

sites and HIPPO flight results are traceable to NOAA calibration standards,

whereas the IASI derived OCS column averaged dry air volume mixing ratio

(VMR is the usual notation) are reported in ppmv. At the accuracy level of the

remote sensing measurements we consider here that the in situ mole fractions

in pmol/mol (or ppt) and remote sensed mixing ratios (in pptv) are equivalent.140

KUM is a station at sea level (3 m asl), whereas MLO is at an altitude of 3397

m asl and, therefore MLO data are likely more representative of OCS in the

free troposphere (see also [3]), to which IASI is most sensitive. The compari-

son of MLO to KUM OCS (see Fig. 4) could be indicative of how much the
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seasonal cycle amplitude is attenuated with altitude. An important result of145

this comparison is that the overall two-year mean OCS mole fraction at MLO

(high altitude) is the same as that for KUM (sea level), that is 513.0 ppt at

MLO and exactly the same value (up to the last digit) of 513.0 ppt at KUM

during the 2014-2015 period. This good agreement also characterizes the yearly

mean. For 2014 we have 514.3 (MLO) and 514.8 ppt (KUM); for 2015, 511.6150

ppt (MLO) and 511.2 ppt (KUM). This shows that the OCS yearly mean is

quite insensitive to altitude in the clean Hawaiian region, at least within the

troposphere. Since OCS IASI retrievals are sensitive in the free troposphere, as

we will show in section 2, their yearly mean should be consistent with that of

in situ observations, despite of the fact that the in situ results represent point155

measurements and not column abundances. In this respect, it should be also

stressed that additional NOAA observations (unpublished) suggest that there is

no appreciable vertical gradient up to 8 km over the Hawaii MLO station at 3.4

km altitude, although there is a slight gradient (≈ 1% higher mole fractions)

below it.160

As said, HIPPO data were acquired during a flight on 29-30 August 2011.

Although HIPPO data sets cover a pole-to-pole latitudinal transect, the data

used in the present study extend on a latitudinal belt some 30◦ wide (see Fig.

2). These data will be referred to as HIPPO5. The data were downloaded from

the website http://hippo.ucar.edu/. Considering all the flask measurements165

made during the HIPPO flight we can form an OCS profile (see Fig. 5) which

covers homogeneously the altitude range 0-15 km. The variability of these data

is some 20% (see Fig. 5) in the altitude range 10-15 km and less than 10% in the

lower troposphere, leading us to conclude that the profile presented in Fig. 4 is

representative of the large target area of Fig. 2. For later comparison to IASI170

retrievals the original HIPPO5 data shown in Fig. 5 have been interpolated-

extrapolated to the pressure-grid of our forward model (60 pressure layers from

1050 to 0.005 hPa). In the lower troposphere, the data have been simply con-

tinued down to the pressure surface using the HIPPO5 OCS value at the lowest

altitude, whereas in the upper part of the atmosphere, they have been continued175
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by using the OCS AFGL (Air Force Geophysical Laboratory) reference profile

[18]. The resulting profile is shown in Fig.6. Based on this profile, we estimated

a column averaged VMR of 446.8 pptv, to be compared with the value of 510.8

pptv corresponding to the AFGL profile.

2.2. Retrieval Methodology180

The retrieval methodology has been described in detail in [13]. Here, we

outline only the main elements of the procedure, in which the full IASI spec-

trum (8461 channels) is used to simultaneously retrieve, the atmospheric profiles

of temperature (T ), water vapour (Q), ozone (O), and HDO, the surface tem-

perature (Ts), and the columnar amount of CO2, N2O, CO, CH4, SO2, HNO3,185

NH3, OCS and CF4. For land, the methodology retrieves also surface emissivity

(ε). The emissivity spectrum (at IASI sampling of 0.25 cm−1) is parameterized

through a truncated Principal Component (PC) transform. The first 20 PC

scores are retained, hence retrieved. For sea surface, emissivity is not retrieved

and the Masuda model [26] is imposed to the retrieval.190

An important improvement over the version used in[13] is the dimensionality

reduction of the data space through random projections (RP) (e.g., [19]). RP is

a linear transform that maps the original N dimensional data space (radiance

vector in our analysis) into a n-dimensional (n << N) subspace, using a ran-

dom n ×N dimensional matrix Φ whose rows are independent and identically195

distributed random variables from a Gaussian probability density function with

a mean zero and a variance of 1/N ;

c = ΦR (1)

with R a generic radiance vector of size N and c is the vector of RP scores of

size n. The vector c can be thought of as an incoherent sampling of the radiance

vector. This incoherent sampling preserves the norm or vector length (see e.g.200

[19]) and allows us to reduce the dimensionality of IASI observations from 8461

channels to 1200 RP scores (see Tab. 1). In addition to the dimensionality

reduction, the transform is providing a consistent and unified treatment of both
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systematic and random error sources affecting the infrared observations. The

property of the transform and its application to inverse problems have been dis-205

cussed at a length in [19]. Here we limit ourselves to summarize those elements,

which are specific to the present application.

Random projections can be applied to the full IASI spectral range, or seg-

ments of the spectral range. We use the latter strategy, because it allows us

to better address the forward model noise, which depends on the wavenumber210

(see [19] for details). In our case, the IASI spectral coverage is broken in seven

consecutive spectral intervals defined as shown in Tab. 1. Each single spectral

interval is transformed with its own Φj , j = 1, . . . , 7. Unlike the IASI original

measurement errors, for each spectral interval, the random projected noise is

independent of wavenumber and reduces to a single scalar term, given by [19]215

s2j,M+F = λ2j,F s
2
j,M ; j = 1, . . . , 7 (2)

Here M stands for measurement error and F for forward model error. Moreover,

s2j,M =
1

Nj

∑

σ

s2j (σ); j = 1, . . . , 7 (3)

where σ is the wavenumber, s2j (σ) is the wavenumber-dependent IASI radiomet-

ric noise, the summation is over the wavenumber range, and Nj is the number

of original spectral data points, defined for each spectral interval, j as shown

in Tab.1. Finally, λ2j,F is an inflation factor term, which takes into account the220

forward model bias. Within the random projection scheme, the forward bias

is randomized, therefore we can consider both random component and forward

model bias in a single variance term s2j,M+F . It is important to stress that

noise correlations among wavenumbers are zeroed by the transform, and for

each spectral interval, the noise is represented by a scalar variance in the form225

of s2j,M+F . Since for any pair, j1, j2 of the index j, the transforms Φj1 , Φj2 ,

are orthogonal, cross-correlation among spectral intervals are zeroed as well,

therefore the observational covariance, once projected to the RP space, has a

10
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block-diagonal structure, in which each block is a diagonal matrix itself,

Sε =




λ21,F s
2
1,MI1 . . . 0

. . . . . . . . .

0 . . . λ27,F s
2
7,MI7


 (4)

where Ij , j = 1, . . . 7 is the diagonal matrix (size nj × nj) pertinent to the230

j-th spectral interval.

The inflation factor, λ2j,F could be fixed in many ways. The choice made

here (see Tab.1) is based on trial and error, and is justified by an independent

analysis of the forward model bias (see e.g., [13]). One important aspect of the

methodology is that the total noise, s2j,M+F can be estimated from variance of235

the spectral residual in the random projection space, i.e. ŝ2j,M+F . Then, we

expect that the ratio, Qj,I

Qj,I =
λ2j,F s

2
j,M

ŝ2j,M+F

≥ 1; for each j (5)

Otherwise, the reverse would indicate that the prescribed noise, λ2j,F s
2
j,M is less

than the actual noise, hence that one is over-fitting the data. In our scheme,

Qj,I is used as a further quality index, and only if all quality indexes (one240

for each spectral intervals shown in Tab. 1) meet the condition above, the

retrieval is considered to be satisfactory. According to the Morozov discrepancy

or residue criterion (e.g., see [19]), the condition Qj,I ≥ 1 is indeed implementing

a smoothing or regularization for the inverse solution. To complete the analysis,

the IASI radiometric noise (level 1C noise) that we use in the present analysis245

has been obtained according to [27] and is shown in Fig. 7. Moreover, Tab. 1

also shows another interesting use of the inflation factor. If we do not want a

given spectral interval to contribute to the final solution we can just prescribe

for the spectral interval a very large λ2j,F . This is the case for the spectral

interval 2240 to 2500 cm−1 in daytime because of non-LTE effects, which are250

not considered in our forward model. For the rest, we note that the smaller

λ2j,F is prescribed for the atmospheric window (800 to 1210 cm−1) where the

spectroscopy of contributing species is best known. For the water vapour band
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at 6.7 µm a relatively larger inflation has to be applied because uncertainties in

the water vapour spectroscopy (line shapes and their temperature dependence)255

and in the associated continuum absorption.

The inversion algorithm is based on the combination of a fully analytical,

monochromatic radiative transfer model, and an OEM module [20]. The radia-

tive transfer model is called σ-IASI [28, 29], and is a fast model, which uses a pre-

computed look-up table for the optical depth calculation. The look-up table is260

derived from LBLRTM (Line-by-Line Radiative Transfer Model, [30], using the

line compilation aer 3.2 (see e.g. http://rtweb.aer.com/line_param_frame.

html), which adopts HITRAN 2008 [22], except for OCS for which the look-up

table is based on the line compilation aer 3.4, which adopts HITRAN2012 [21].

As described in [21], HITRAN2008 OCS line parameters are not correct because265

of a bug in the HITRAN software.

We stress that the software bug affects the original HITRAN2008 OCS line

compilation and not the way it is integrated in the aer 3.2 database. Therefore,

OCS retrieval analysis based on HITRAN 2008 are likely in error. In fact, the

bug can produce very different OCS optical depths as shown, e.g. in Fig. 8.270

In an early attempt to retrieve OCS from IASI we used HITRAN2008, which

resulted in a large retrieval bias. The same significant bias is likely to affect the

results shown in [11].

The forward module computes the radiance after discretizing the radiative

transfer equation on a fixed grid made up by NL = 60 pressure layers, which275

spans the atmosphere from 1050 to 0.005 hPa. The forward model yields spec-

tral radiances and analytical Jacobians with respect to surface temperature,

emissivity and any atmospheric parameter, including the VMR profile of H2O,

O3, HDO, CO2, N2O, CO, CH4, SO2, HNO3, NH3, OCS and CF4. In its latest

version [29], σ-IASI also consider the sun spectral radiation, which may add an280

important contribution in the spectral interval 2000 to 2240 cm−1, which con-

tains most of the information for retrieving OCS. Forward model IASI radiances

are obtained through convolution with the nominal IASI Instrumental Spectral

Response Function (ISRF) at level L1C.
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The inversion scheme, called δ-IASI [31] implements an iterative algorithm285

for the optimal estimation of the thermodynamic state of the atmosphere and

its composition. The present version of δ-IASI has been modified according

to [19] and include now a full treatment of the radiance space with random

projections. The model δ-IASI performs the mathematical inversion of the whole

IASI radiance spectrum (8461 channels) to simultaneously retrieve the state290

vector, which includes ε, Ts, T , Q, O and the minor and trace gases HDO, CO2,

N2O, CO, CH4, SO2, HNO3, NH3, OCS, CF4). One important aspect on the

retrieval scheme, which is relevant to the estimation of trace gases, is the use

of background (i.e. a priori, here and afterwards background and a priori are

used as synonyms) and first guess state vectors, which are as much as possible295

in the linear region of the radiative transfer equation. Towards this objective we

use ECMWF (European Centre for Medium range Weather Forecasts) analysis

for (T,Q,O) collocated in space and time with the IASI soundings (see [13] for

details). The use of ECMWF (T,Q,O) analysis is providing a strong constraint

in the inverse scheme and we think that the corresponding profiles are reliable.300

This is allowing us to relax the constraints for the trace gases. In effect, their

profiles are normally adjusted starting from a climatology as a first guess and

the retrieved profiles reach their final values in one-two iterations. Therefore, in

the case of OCS, the background profile for the corresponding part of the state

vector is set equal to the reference profile (see Fig. 6).305

2.2.1. OCS retrieval details

In our scheme, the column amount of a given trace gas can be retrieved ei-

ther using a parametric method or a non-parametric approach. Both strategies

require the computation of the OCS Jacobian derivatives at the full forward

model spectral and vertical spatial resolution. The use of a single scaling factor310

to parameterize the OCS and other trace gas VMR profiles has been described

at length in [13], which the reader is referred to for further details. Using the

parametric method, a fixed profile shape (that of the background profile shown

in Fig. 6) with a column averaged VMR of 510.8 pptv is used and we find

13
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the scaling factor, f which gives a best match to the spectral observations. The315

background state for f is f = 0 (i.e., the column amount of the background pro-

file) and its background variance is chosen equal to 4. This relatively large value

ensures a good independence of the background with a value for the degrees of

freedom (d.o.f.) equal to 1.

According to [20], the parametric or f -scaling approach is not generating320

the best estimate (in a Bayesian sense) of the column amount, and the a pos-

teriori retrieval error could be underestimated. An alternative method, which

according to [20] is optimal and yields the correct a posteriori error estimate is

the non-parametric estimation approach, where a vector-valued profile GOCS

of size NL (i.e., the number of layers in our forward model) is first retrieved and325

then the column amount, ḠOCS is obtained according to

ḠOCS = htĜOCS ; var(ḠOCS) = htSĜh (6)

Here SĜ is the covariance matrix of the retrieved profile ĜOCS , h the av-

eraging operator (e.g. see [13]) and var(·) stands for variance. The column

amount ḠOCS is corrected for the effect of moist air as shown in [13].

The non-parametric approach needs a proper background state GOCS,a and330

its covariance matrix SGOCS,a
. Once again, the retrieval independence of the

background is reached provided the variance values SGOCS,a
(i, i) → ∞; i =

1, . . . , NL, in which case we might extract all the NL degrees of freedom available

for the profile. However, this would happen to the expense of precision (in the

sense of uncertainty or error bar), which tends to infinity. This is because the335

related unconstrained Least Squares problem to derive ĜOCS becomes singular

and does not have a finite solution. Thus, a compromise between uncertainty

and retrieval information content has to be found.

Coming back to the present analysis, the OCS background state vector,

GOCS,a is the reference profile shown in Fig. 6. For the background covariance,340

we consider the Markov-type matrix (e.g. [32]),

SGOCS,a
(i, j) = (sOCS,aGOCS,a(i)) (sOCS,aGOCS,a(j)) exp

(−|i− j|
l

)
(7)
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In this equation, l is an appropriate length scale and the standard devia-

tion of the profile at a given layer i is a fraction sOCS,a of the layer mixing

ratio GOCS,a(i). Thus, the diagonal elements can get any value depending on

sOCS,a . The dependence of both dof and precision on sOCS,a can be obtained345

in simulation, based on a linear error analysis. To exemplify the expected per-

formance, we have used a tropical air mass (ECMWF analysis for the Hawaii

region) with sOCS,a = 2, l = 1 in Eq. 7. With sOCS,a = 2, we let the profile

vary by about 200% around the background at each layer. Furthermore, with

l = 1, the background covariance matrix is nearly diagonal.350

Moving l from zero to infinity we can trade-off between spatial vertical res-

olution and accuracy. The approach we have taken in this paper is to privilege

spatial vertical resolution and compensate for the loss of accuracy through av-

eraging over many OCS retrievals. Our objective is to be as much as possible

independent of the a priori profile. We aim at showing that the retrieval of355

reliable OCS atmospheric load can be obtained also for regions where good a-

priori information is not available, a fact which is relevant to OCS and other

gas species. However, we stress that this choice is specific to our objective and

has not to be meant as a general rule. In effect, there are cases, e.g. CO2, which

could benefit from a larger l. Furthermore, we stress again that we are not in-360

terested in the OCS profile retrieved from a single, individual IASI observation,

which with the adopted loose constraint (sOCS,a = 2, l = 1) is meaningful be-

cause of large oscillations. We are primarily interested in getting an estimate

of the total load and those oscillations are offset when we integrate over the

atmospheric column.365

Figure 9 shows the Averaging Kernels (AK) for the retrieved OCS profile.

As expected, AK peaks below 0.2, which means that the retrieval will be largely

dependent on the background. In fact, the degrees of freedom (d.o.f.), computed

as the trace of AK, are d.o.f.≈ 1. However, once again we stress that our goal

is to obtain a valuable estimate for the column amount.370

For the column amount, the background error is some 40% to be compared

with the expected retrieval error (square root of the a posteriori variance, see
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Eq. 6) of ≈ 20%. An expected retrieval performance of 20% for the single IASI

observations is satisfactory considering that the typical time scale of OCS is

several days, so that many IASI daily observations can be averaged to improve375

precision.

If A is the averaging kernels matrix for OCS, that for the column amount

is htA and is plotted in Fig. 10. However, the meaning of this last quantity

is conceptually different from that of the usual averaging kernels, A [33], since

ḠOCS is not part of the state vector. Figure 10 is just aiming at comparing380

htA to ht. In fact, in a perfect retrieval A would be the identity matrix and

we should have htA = ht. It is interesting to see that the weights htA remains

positive and different from zero throughout the atmosphere. They are smaller in

the lower troposphere because, for each pressure layer j, they are proportional

to
pj−pj+1

po
; j = 1, . . . , NL with po the pressure of the lowermost layer. This385

effect is also seen for the original weights,ht. They are smaller in the lower

troposphere because of the denser layering in that part of the atmosphere. We

also stress that for our objective of estimating the column amount, the broad

structure of AK rows (see Fig. 9) shows that information is spread throughout

the vertical altitude and can be gained under profile integration, hence the good390

sensitivity to the column amount as shown in Fig. 10.

As far as smoothing constraints are concerned, they could increase by apply-

ing a stronger smoothing constraint to the OCS retrieval, e.g., by increasing the

length scale, l and/or using a smaller value for the standard deviation, sOCS,a

in Eq. 7 (6). However, both larger, l and smaller, sOCS,a would increase the395

dependence of OCS retrieval on the background. One should consider that even

with the very loose constraint we use, d.o.f.≈ 1, which would inevitably get

smaller by using larger smoothing.

To sum up, when using the scaling approach for OCS we retrieve the state

vector, (Ts,T,Q,O,HDO,fCO2
,fN2O,fCO,fCH4

,fSO2
,fHNO3

,fNH3
,fOCS ,fCF4

) ,400

where bold quantities mean that we retrieve the profile and fX means scaling fac-

tor for the given speciesX. With the non-parametric approach for OCS the state

vector is (Ts,T,Q,O,HDO,OCS,fCO2
,fN2O,fCO,fCH4

,fSO2
,fHNO3

,fNH3
,fCF4

).
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In the two approaches, the observational covariance matrix, Sε is simplified be-

cause the forward model parameter error source is zeroed and Sε is made depen-405

dent on the IASI measurement noise and forward model bias alone. In effect,

the time to complete the run for one single IASI spectrum is that of the forward

model, which involves the computation of the IASI spectrum and 14 Jacobian

matrix derivatives at each iteration.

It is worth noting that thanks to the use of random projections, the com-410

putational burden of the retrieval scheme has been reduced a lot in comparison

with the version used previously. The typical time of a single run is ≈ 7 s con-

sidering a platform with an IntelCore i7-2600CPU3.50 GHz. This time can be

optimized because at present our software is based on a hybrid Matlab-Fortran

architecture. Since IASI reaches the global coverage in 12 hours, during which415

the instrument records about 650000 spectra, of which some 20% in clear sky,

with a commercial work station equipped with some 50-100 CPUs, our inverse

scheme can easily run in real time even in its present non-optimized software

architecture.

Finally, we stress that for the results presented in the next section both420

retrieval approaches are using random projections (the data space is reduced

exactly the same way) as well as the HITRAN2012 compilation for OCS. HI-

TRAN2008 for OCS has been definitely dismissed because of the software bugs

[21] discussed in section 2.2 (see also Fig. 8).

3. Results425

First, we will discuss the results for the two case studies of HIPPO5 flight and

MLO station, then an application to land surface (where seasonal and spatial

variability is higher) will be described. To begin with, we start with the HIPPO5

case study.

3.1. HIPPO5 flight430

For this case study, we have a total of 6982 IASI, daytime, soundings, of

which 656 were in clear sky. After running the retrieval scheme, 415 soundings
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were successfully inverted with proper consideration of the quality check condi-

tion of Eq. 5. For the non-parametric approach, the retrieved OCS profiles are

shown in Fig. 11 along with the background VMR profile. We see that the re-435

trievals cover a range of VMR values, although the average profile shape is quite

consistent with the background shape. However, there is a tendency to retrieve

smaller OCS amounts than the background value. Averaging all retrievals, we

have obtained the mean OCS profile shown in Fig. 12, which is compared to

the original HIPPO5 profile (denoted with GH5) and the HIPPO5 AK profile440

(denoted with GH5AK), which is projected in the IASI retrieval space through

the linear relation,

GH5AK = GOCS,a + A (GH5 −GOCS,a) (8)

In this equation A is the averaging kernels matrix obtained by averaging the

415 retrievals. Each sounding can be considered as independent from the other

ones since the characteristics of any given sounding (IASI pixel number, position445

along the swath, time and location) are largely uncorrelated. Hence the statis-

tical reduction of the uncertainty on the mean by the square root of the number

of measurements is justified. It is seen that HIPPO5 AK is smoother and sim-

ilar to the mean retrieved profile. However, differences between the retrieval

and HIPPO5 are seen, which can be understood considering that HIPPO5 is450

not an exact vertical profile (because of some possible horizontal gradient) and

that the retrieval has barely a d.o.f.= 1. Much more interesting for us is the

comparison for the column averaged VMR. The retrieval mean is (447.9± 2.6)

pptv, where the error has been computed considering the standard deviation of

the 415 retrievals divided by the square root of 415. The above estimate can be455

compared with the derived HIPPO5 column averaged VMR of 446.8 pptv. To

sum up, the non-parametric approach yields a result which is largely unbiased

and correctly moves away from the background of 510 pptv.

For the scaling approach the convergence was achieved for 435 soundings (20

more than the non-parametric approach). The retrieval mean is (378.5 ± 5.0)460

pptv, which is largely biased with respect to HIPPO5. Also it is interesting to
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note that with the parametric approach the variability of the retrieval is almost

doubled.

For a proper comparison between parametric and non-parametric approach,

it should be stressed that in both cases the final aim is to estimate OCS column465

amount. In other words, the non-parametric approach is not intended for OCS

profile estimation. In fact, there is only about 1 degree of freedom available. The

degree of freedom is not localized (e.g. AK peak equal to 1 at given layer and

zero otherwise) and we cannot say if the profile is behaving better at some level

altitude. The 1 degree of freedom is gained when we perform profile integration470

over the vertical to get the average column amount. Thus, parametric and

non-parametric approach should be compared in their ability to derive the OCS

column amount. Finally, we also stress that according to [20], the best estimate

(in a Bayesian sense) of the column amount is achieved with the non-parametric

approach.475

One could also pose the question why the parametric approach is significantly

biased. The bias structure of the f -approach depends on the background or a

priori profile, which can simply be scaled but not adjusted vertically. Figure

12 exemplifies how in this case the shape of the background is different from

that of in situ measurements, which are supposed to be closer to truth. This480

difference is enhancing the bias in the retrieval. In contrast, the non-parametric

approach can adjust the profile in the vertical dimension. Given d.o.f. ≈ 1, the

added freedom has a poor effect on the profile itself, but becomes important for

the estimation of the integrated column amount. Finally, it should be stressed

that a proper choice of the a priori profile could improve the performance of485

the f -approach and yield lower bias.

3.2. Seasonal variations and comparison with MLO data

For the Hawaii case study, we have exploited two years (Jan. 2014 to Dec.

2015) of IASI soundings for the target area shown in Fig. 1. As said in section

2, MLO and KUM data are point measurements therefore we do not expect490

a perfect match with IASI retrievals, which are sensitive to the atmospheric
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column. However, the comparison is important to check if IASI is sensitive to

seasonal variations.

As for the HIPPO5 case study, we have performed the retrieval exercise for

both the parametric (scaling) and non-parametric approach. Comparison of495

OCS retrieved and in situ observations will be shown mostly for MLO, since

this station is more representative than KUM of OCS in the free troposphere,

to which IASI is sensitive. We begin with the non-parametric approach.

Figure 13 exemplifies the IASI retrieved monthly profile for Jan. 2014 and

May 2014. According to the surface data in Fig.4, OCS attains its peak value500

in May and we see that the monthly column corresponding to May (see Fig. 14)

shows a larger OCS density than that for January. In effect, IASI is sensitive to

seasonal variations as it is possible to see from Fig. 14, which shows the monthly

means from Jan. 2014 to Dec. 2015. Although the individual MLO monthly

mean values sample only a limited portion (in space and time) of the variability505

of the OCS column, we expect that on average (two years), the mean at MLO

and that of IASI retrievals have to be largely consistent. In fact, as shown in

section 2 (see Fig. 4 and [3]), the mean is fairly independent with altitude.

For the case of night-time IASI soundings (see Fig. 10 for the column retrieval

sensitivity), we extract a mean tropospheric mixing ratio of (514.1± 1.0) pptv510

to be compared with a mole fraction of 513.0 ppt at MLO and (the same value)

of 513.0 ppt at KUM. There is a difference between IASI retrieval and in situ

observations of about 1 pptv. It is important to stress that the retrieval of the

column averaged OCS mixing ratio shown in Fig. 14 is based on a background

profile fixed in time (see the a priori or background in Fig. 6), therefore the515

IASI capability of detecting the cycle is genuine information from data alone.

For a remote high-altitude station, such as MLO, we do not expect OCS

to show day-night variations, since the main source of OCS is the ocean. This

means that day time IASI retrievals have to be consistent with those at night

time. Day time retrievals are possibly made difficult because of sun radiation,520

which adds a non-negligible contribution for wavenumbers higher than 2000

cm−1. By performing daytime retrievals, we can also check the quality of the
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sun module of our forward model [29].

Figure 14 also shows day time soundings. It is seen that the OCS cycle

is fairly well reproduced. Furthermore, we estimate a mean (over the 2 year525

period) of (511.8 ± 1.1) pptv, which again is consistent with the KUM and

MLO observations.

The consistency of night and day time soundings is further evidenced when

we consider their combination, agian shown in Fig. 14. Considering both day

and night time IASI soundings improves the correlation to 0.89 with MLO ob-530

servations (collected during the morning) and reduces the difference in the mean

to nearly zero. Another important aspect of the analysis is that IASI retrieval

can resolve almost the full amplitude of the seasonal cycle. This is an interest-

ing results also in view of possible assimilation of IASI OCS retrieval in models

of global cycles of OCS and CO2 [9]. According to [9], present models fail to535

correctly represent the OCS cycle at Mauna Loa station.

As far as the accuracy of the scaling or parametric approach, Fig. 14 summa-

rizes the results for day time IASI soundings (for night we obtained equivalent

results, which are not shown for the sake of brevity). We see that the amplitude

and phase of the OCS cycle are correctly reproduced with both approaches.540

However, the scaling approach lacks consistency in the two year mean. We

observe a difference with in situ observations of some 22-25 pptv for both day

and night soundings. This difference is less pronounced than that seen for the

HIPPO5 case study, but it is real, nevertheless, and the scaling approach is pro-

ducing values that are less consistent when compared to the mean abundance545

observed with in situ surface observations (as expected if small vertical gradi-

ents are present). The scaling approach seems to be capable of extracting the

correct cycle and spatial gradients, but it has a bias whose structure can depend

on time and space. As also discussed at the end of section 3.1 when dealing with

the f -scaling approach, this is an indication that a single f -background profile550

is not appropriate for all time and location. In effect, the f -scaling method coud

be improved by choosing an appropriate a priori .
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3.3. Application to land surface (preliminary results)

This retrieval example is mainly intended to demonstrate the capability of

the method to run also above land surface, in which case we have to consistently555

retrieve surface emissivity. The analysis applies to the Po Valley in Italy, which is

characterized by intense farming and other intense activity linked to agriculture.

The rationale of the analysis is to demonstrate that IASI is sensitive to the OCS

seasonal cycle over a region, which is characterized by leaf and soil sources/sinks.

For this case study, we limit ourselves to the non-parametric approach. The560

retrieved state vector is (ε(σ), Ts, T, Q,O, HDO, OCS, fCO2 , fN2O, fCO,

fCH4
, fSO2

, fHNO3
, fNH3

, fCF4
) where ε(σ)) is the surface emissivity spectrum

over the IASI spectral coverage, 645 to 2760 cm−1.

Figures 15 and 16 summarize the OCS monthly mean for February and

August, respectively. The year is 2015. To help in recognizing spatial patterns565

the maps shown in these two figures are contour maps. Furthermore, to help to

geo-locate patterns, the map is super-imposed to a GoogleTMEarth view of the

target area.

For both maps, forest canopies tend to correspond to higher OCS column

amount. Forest canopies extend along the North-South-West borders of the570

maps, following the structure of the Alps-Apennines chains. The ∆-shaped Po

Valley opens to the East, toward the Adriatic Sea. As said, this is the region is

mostly involving intense farming.

February and August are close to the OCS cycle maximum and minimum,

respectively. The timing of uptake from soils and/or plants has been discussed575

in [3]. Figures 15 and 16 show that patches with a relative smaller OCS col-

umn amounts tend to form in the valley, an effect which may hint at a spatial

variability in OCS uptake in the forest canopy compared to agricultural soil

region. This difference could also be intensified here because of orography and

the peculiar meteorological characteristics of the Po Valley: weather regimes of580

relatively poor turbulent mixing of the boundary layer, with conditions of wet

and stagnant air, which can last for weeks. In effect, the Po Valley is unique

because the pollutants are trapped in the valley, and therefore, the pollutant
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signals are stronger than in more ventilated open areas (e.g. [34]).This means

that the canopy and agricultural field ecosystems marked in Fig. 3 are geo-585

graphically and meteorologically separated. A possible difference of OCS intake

from canopy and soil should be evidenced by an analysis of monthly OCS time

series. The analysis of the IASI OCS column averaged mixing ratio (mostly

tropospheric) is provided in Fig. 17. Not only are the agricultural fields more

effective at removing OCS from the atmosphere, the cycle itself has a slightly590

different behaviour. For the forest canopy the minimum is reached in June when

we have the longest sunshine duration. In the Po Valley, the agricultural fields

seem to be more effective in removing OCS in August. In effect, according to

[7] the process of soil OCS uptake is enhanced with increasing temperature (an

optimal soil temperature is around 25 ◦C) and lower soil moisture, which are595

more likely in August.

For the proper understanding of the results shown in this section, we remark

that we consider only OCS retrievals corresponding to a thermodynamic struc-

ture of the troposphere with no thermal inversion in the boundary layer, that

is we consider retrievals corresponding to a negative lapse rate alone. In effect,600

these are conditions, which favour a vertical expansion of the boundary layer.

The temperature lapse-rate screening can be done easily in our scheme, because

temperature and humidity are simultaneously retrieved with gases. This screen-

ing should avoid artefacts due to changing thermal contrast of land-atmosphere.

In particular, positive lapse rate (temperature inversion in the boundary layer)605

tends to give negative AK in the lower troposphere, which artificially depletes

the column amount. This effect is minimized in our retrievals.

Finally, it should be stressed that, according to [7, 10], consumption by soils

dominates OCS emission from soils and its contribution to the global atmo-

spheric budget is large, at about one third of the OCS uptake by vegetation610

(see also [1]). The effect of soil uptake is irreversible and may also be measur-

able at a local scale. Nevertheless, we stress that the application shown in this

section is demonstrative and that our results are preliminary. Further work is

needed before deriving firm conclusions.
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4. Conclusions615

An assessment of the IASI capability for yielding estimate of OCS column

amount has been presented in this paper. We have shown that IASI is sensitive

to the OCS seasonal cycle over ocean. Seasonal cycle amplitude, phase and

mean level can be retrieved with high accuracy and precision, provided we use

the HITRAN 2012 compilation. HITRAN 2008 compilation for OCS is affected620

by serious errors and should not be used. Heavy biases found in early works

(e.g., [11]) are likely the effect of wrong OCS spectroscopy.

The analysis has also provided a comparison between two retrieval ap-

proaches: the scaling or parametric approach in which a known OCS profile

is parameterized with a single scaling factor, and the non-parametric approach,625

which takes into account the full dependence of the radiative transfer equation

on the exact OCS profile. In this approach, the OCS profile is retrieved on

the 60-layers pressure grid of the forward model and the column abundance is

computed by a proper averaging integration (operator ht) over the profile. This

second approach is by far better in terms of bias and precision error. The para-630

metric approach is significantly biased although it seems to correctly extract

seasonal cycle amplitude and phase.

Finally, we have exemplified the methodology for land surface with the aim of

checking the sensitivity of IASI to the seasonal cycle for ecosystems dominated

by soil and/or leaf in a region with intense agricultural and farming activities.635

We have shown that IASI captures the seasonal cycle expected for these ecosys-

tems. However, this part of the study is mainly demonstrative and further

analysis, which we will be performed near future, is needed before deriving firm

conclusions.
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Spectral Wavenumber Number of IASI Number of Inflation Factor

Range Range Spectral Random λ2F

Number, j cm−1 Radiances, Nj Components, nj Night Day

1 645 to 800 621 100 3 3

2 800 to 1210 1640 300 1.5 1.5

3 1210 to 1600 1560 200 10 10

4 1600 to 2000 1600 200 10 10

5 2000 to 2240 960 100 3 3

6 2240 to 2400 640 100 3 500

7 2400 to 2760 1440 200 3 3

Table 1: Definitions of IASI spectral ranges used within the inverse/forward model, number

of Random Projections and default values of inflation factors

6. Tables
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7. Figures845

Figure 1: Hawaii case study target area showing the region for which IASI data have been

acquired for the period 2014-2015. The figure also shows the location of Mauna Loa and Cape

Kumukahi stations.
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Figure 2: HIPPO5 target area showing the region for which IASI data have been acquired

(orbit on 29-Aug-2011, 20:17:28 UTC to 22:07:39 UTC). The HIPPO5 flight trajectory is also

shown.
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Figure 3: Po Valley (white rectangle) target area. The smaller yellow and green rectangles

identify two regions covered mostly by agricultural fields and forest canopy, respectively.

Figure 4: OCS monthly mean for the two surface validation stations, MLO and KUM, which

are used for validations of IASI retrievals.
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Figure 5: Original HIPPO5 OCS data (left panel) collected over the region shown in 2. The

binning shown in figure has been used to derive the standard deviation (right panel)
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Figure 6: HIPPO5 OCS data interpolated/extrapolated to the forward model pressure layers

and comparison with the AFGL reference profile used as a background.
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Figure 7: IASI radiometric noise (in Noise Equivalent Difference Radiance (NEDR) units)

used in this analysis, after [27]. The plot also shows the wavenumber range of the 7 RP

spectral bands defined in Tab. 1: from left, spectral range 1 (red), next spectral range 2

(blue) and further on according to the blue-red sequence.

Figure 8: Exemplifying the differences of OCS optical depth between HITRAN2008 and HI-

TRAN2012.
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Figure 9: Example of Averaging Kernels for the OCS profile.
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Figure 10: Example of Averaging Kernels for the OCS column retrieval.
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Figure 11: HIPPO5 case study. OCS profiles retrieved over the target area shown in Fig. 2
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Figure 12: HIPPO5 case study. IASI OCS profile averaged over 415 soundings and comparison

with the background, the original HIPPO5 profile and the HIPPO5 (HIPPO5 AK in legend)

projected to the IASI retrieval space. The error bar for the retrieval is the standard deviation

at each layer based on the 415 soundings divided by the square root of 415.
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Figure 13: MLO case study. Monthly mean OCS profile for Jan. 2014 and May 2014 derived

from IASI night time soundings. The background OCS profile is shown for comparison. Error

bars for the retrieved profiles are the standard deviations at each layer divided by the square

root of the number of IASI soundings.
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Figure 14: Non-parametric approach. Night-day time and their combination IASI retrieved

monthly column averaged mixing ratio (pptv) for OCS and comparison with MLO in situ

data. IASI retrievals have been spatially averaged over the target area shown in 1. The error

bar represents the error in the mean (standard deviation of soundings in the target area for

the given months divided by the square root of the number of observations). R2 in figure is

the linear correlation coefficient of in situ observations against IASI retrieval. Also shown in

figure is the day time OCS retrieval for the f -sclaing approach.
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Figure 15: Contour map of monthly mean IASI OCS for February 2015. The IASI retrieval

has been smoothed and rendered on a grid of 0.2◦ × 0.2◦.

Figure 16: As Fig. 15, but for August 2015.
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Figure 17: Annual cycle of column mean OCS two regions of the Po Valley: agricultural field

(corresponding to yellow rectangle area in Fig. 3) and forest canopy (green rectangle area in

Fig. 3). IASI retrievals have been averaged over the area of interest. Error bars are standard

deviations divided by the number of data points to form the average value.
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